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The World in 2030 – It could be very different



Forecast vs. Scenario 



Scenarios & Drivers



Three Core scenarios

Business as usual

Reactive/short-term solution

Clear economic growth

No single trade power dominates

Increased co-operation

Cross-border integration

A bit more growth

Accelerated globalisation

Weaker global institutions

Fragmentation

A bit less growth

Rise in protectionism



Disruptive scenarios

• Russia joins NATO

• Dollar loses its reserve currency status

• Major pollution accident in the Arctic

• Rise of the Green Crescent

• Technology

• Global collapse



Global Drivers

• Population

• Natural resources

• Economy



Population in 2030 – India No. 1



Global economy could expand 3 times in next 20 
years



Economic expansion – China is bigger than USA



Resource demands increase



Arctic challenges and opportunities 



Commercial Shipping

• Shipping Model

• Impact of drivers

• Trade

• Crude Oil trade

• Coal trade

• Iron Ore trade

• Container trade

• Fleet

• Ownership

• Shipbuilding market



Shipping Model



Impact of Drivers



Expansion of intra-regional trade–nearly doubles 
by 2030



Crude Oil import and export in 3 scenarios



Crude Oil seaborne trade flows 

Fig. 36  Crude Oil export (million tonnes)
Source: MSI / LR



Crude Oil seaborne trade volumes in 3 scenarios



LNG seaborne trade flows



Coal import and export volumes in 3 Scenarios



Coal seaborne trade flows in 3 scenarios



Iron ore import and export volumes in 3 
scenarios



Iron Ore seaborne trade flows in 3 scenarios



Container trade in 3 Scenarios



Container trade routes



Grain import and export



Fleet sizes in 3 scenarios



Fleet ownership in 3 scenarios



Shipbuilding in 3 scenarios



Rises of emerging countries in 3 scenarios



Disruptive events could change everything



A Positive Marine World in 2030

In 2030, we could be living in a world where:
• China owns a quarter of the merchant fleet 
• The size of the tanker fleet is expanding though slower 

than all other major ship types
• The number of containerships with capacities that exceed 

7,600 TEU is growing three times faster than those below 
that threshold. 

Despite the volatile nature of commercial shipping, 2030 
could well usher in an era during which the prevailing trends 
and themes are opportunity and growth.



A Positive Marine World in 2030

Our industries may still be prone to commercial and 
political cycles where unexpected shocks can destroy 
profits, disrupt supply chains and upend business models. 

But the Report offers a positive vision of 2030 for the 
marine industries, with real opportunities for business, 
investors, employees and stakeholders.
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